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No. 135 Series Pocket Levels
with satin nickel-plated finish
2-1/2 and 3-1/2" / 63 and 88mm

Another extremely useful Starrett level that fits handily in the pocket with no 
sharp edges. Made from hexagonal stock with convex ends and satin nickel-
plated finish.

No. E-3 Aluminum  
Line/Pocket Level
3"/7.5cm

Lightweight, durable aluminum construction prevents line sag. Sure-grip line 
hooks hold line and allow level to slide freely. Flat base for accurate surface 
leveling. Large vial sight. Permanently marked for fast, dependable readings.

No. PE Series Colored 
Line/Pocket Levels
with V-grooved base
3"/7.5cm

Lightweight, rugged plastic construction prevents line sag. Sure-grip line hooks 
hold line and allows level to slide freely. V-grooved base for surface leveling 
and tubular work. Large top and bottom vial sights. Permanently marked level 
vial for fast, dependable readings. Handy pocket clip. Available in red or high-
visibility orange or green.

BE-1 Bull’s-Eye Circular Level
Level with all purpose, circular vial has full 360 degree viewing. Sturdy plastic 
construction. Large sight for ease of reading. Ideal for home, workshop and 
industry. Level appliances, turntables, etc. Carry in your pocket. Size is 1-3/4" 
(44mm) in diameter.
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A-9, M-9 Aluminum 
Torpedo Levels 
with grooved or 
magnetic base
9"/23cm

These levels have a cast aluminum frame with working 
surfaces that are lapped for accuracy. The No. A-9 has a 
V-grooved base for plumbing and tubular work. The No. 
M-9 has a strong magnet set in the base to hold the 
level securely to iron and steel surfaces.

AM-9 Aluminum 
Torpedo Level with 
magnetic base and 
grooved top surface
9" / 23mm

Our best torpedo level …This level has a cast 
aluminum frame with working surfaces that are lapped 
for accuracy. Features rare earth magnets that hold 
the level securely to iron and steel surfaces. The 
V-grooved top working surface is ideal for plumbing 
and tubular work.

PLM Series Colored 
Torpedo Levels with 
magnetic base and 
grooved top edge
9"/23cm

Get a level that is easy to see on your bench. Choose 
from neon orange or yellow.

Levels feature a precision molded, high-impact styrene 
frame, a magnetic base which holds securely to ferrous 
surfaces, and a V-grooved top edge for plumbing or 
tubular work.
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